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How could you measure the results?



Training that’s built 

for your business 
and people

Phase 2 developing your people



We start from the place that 

everyone has potential

and can improve



The challenge is that salespeople 

are the same as sports people.

Form and performance can fluctuate

and without coaching how can it 

improve?



What follows are a few examples of 

some of our materials



A simple way of considering 

where your capabilities come 

from.

3 systems in your mind and those 

you live and work with.

When salespeople use these 

insights and tools, they become 
more effective.



What you feed into the minds of 

others, consciously or unconsciously 

has a significant effect on trust

Learn how to build more trust, 

engage with people at different 

levels, see objections as helpful and 

position yourself for success



o Build stronger skills.

o Gain psychological advantages, such as being more 

focused and confident.

o Ultimately perform better. 

Your employees can use our tools at any time where 

they need to prepare for something when they might be 

under pressure. 

Combining best practice and regular 
practice helps people to:



Which has the greatest impact on performance?



Confidence comes from being prepared



Some of the obstacles that stop salespeople 

from being as successful as they could be



Common challenges can include



Allowing customers to lead

Sometimes

Allowing your customers to take the lead 

and you on a detour will mean arriving at 

a better place.

Spending time with the right customers 

will deliver more profit than maximizing 

the amount of customers you see.



The most successful salespeople understand

their customers needs and make

it easy to buy from them



Dissatisfaction
or desires

Vision
perceptions

Belief
self-persuade

Agreement
outcomes

The beginning Middle End

Understanding customer needs

Through better understanding customers

and ‘their journey’ to making a purchase

salespeople become more effective



Communication levels – building trust and relationships

o Keep building trust

o Keep demonstrating empathy

o Keep learning

o Keep moving higher

o Take intelligent risks



Structure guiding decisions and performance



Communication as a process 



The power of rapport



o Feelings of commonality or comradery

o People liking people who are like them

o Physiology through the mind and body 

o Effort and preparation before approaching someone

Rapport is created by:

Useful reminders:

o 7% of what we communicate comes from words

o First impressions are more important than capabilities to start with

o Changing your physiology to match and mirror can be helpful, tone, gestures, posture, breathing, pace, thinking

o Don’t use rapport building that’s intended to serve you, be genuine



Dr Albert Mehrabian’s guide to communication

7%
Content

38%
Tone

55%
Body language

What you say is 93% less important 

than the way that you say it



Immediate communication

o First impressions really matter

When things go wrong, customers tend to blame the 

brand and not individual employees, then go on to tell 

at least 10 others or many times more on social media 

o You can use this to your advantage

o People see what they want to see

o Hear what they want to hear 

o Believe what they want to believe

o Body language can communicate 7 times more than content

o Tone can communicate 5 times more than content

o People are prejudiced



1 2 3

When used these simply increase sales because they improve 

communication, control of the sales process

and competitive advantage

Take away 3 powerful game changers



Improving communication in challenging situations

Sometimes we can be guilty of:

o Reacting when we need to think

o Speaking when we really need to listen

o Assuming when we need to check our understanding

o Emailing when making a call or a face to face meeting would be better



Why do we need to listen

Listening is critical to the communication process

Creates a bond of respect

Increases productivity

Results in cooler heads

Increases confidence in us

Promotes accuracy

Makes us appear wiser and more competent

Makes customers feel valued rather than processed

We are not as good at it as we think

If we are doing 20% of 

the talking - it’s a sign 
that things are probably 

going well

80% of what we say 

people don’t hear. 

The percentage can 

increase and reduce 
depending on delivery, 

tone and body language

20%

80%

0%



Rules of persuasion



Rules of persuasion

1. The stories and experience people have in their memories guide their thinking and 

decisions. Often unconsciously. People tend to prefer to avoid thinking.

2. Understanding your audience will enable you to connect with them.

3. The teaching, key facts and evidence that you provide will be used by the audience 

to persuade themselves why they should or should not.

4. People often make decisions instantly and then defend their decision no matter 

what they could gain by changing it.

5. Someone who cannot change their mind is not prepared to think. On another day 

the outcome could be completely different.

6. People see what they want to see, hear what they want to hear, believe what they 

want to believe.

7. Communication is much more difficult than most people realise.

8. Clarity makes everything easier. Beware, clarity may not be shared understanding.

9. Keeping things simple is often helpful. Avoid treating people like they are simple.

10. People tend to like surprises that fit with what they want. Help people to go to where 

they want to go and to protect what they do not want to lose and they will value you.

You are not persuasive

People persuade themselves

People have to justify

Every audience is different

Consequences motivate

People use facts their way

Timing is critical to success



Improving proposals 

and quotations



Guidelines for considering quotations and proposals

Getting these right means being in a 

better position to hit your target

Think in ink



Improving communication in challenging situations - EDIT

Make it 

1. Easy to understand and do

2. Hard to misunderstand

3. Valuable to your audience

When asking or explaining

Use this is because to make it clear

Be prepared to perform

o Right people

o Right time

o Right environment

o Right agenda

o Right way

o Right outcome

Follow-up

Work to deadlines



PSL provides completely tailored sales training

to your business, people and goals

by working together

with you



Phase one creating a good plan

Desired 

results
ConsequencesGuidelines Resources Accountability

The objectives 

you want to 
achieve

The training 

plan or how
Understanding of 

the investment
needed

The results you 

expect to see
and how

This approach removes risk and sets the foundations to build success upon.

The journey starts with a no cost or obligation discussion.
After this we will know if we are a good fit.

Understanding of 

who needs to do 
what by when



Knowledge Skills Attitude



Customer service excellence training

Leadership and management training
Negotiation skills training

Sales training 

Improving people and processes

Our mission is to help people and 

businesses grow

We serve clients from the public and private 

sectors, ranging from large multinational 

organizations, departments and agencies to 

small businesses across the UK and 

internationally. 

We offer a highly flexible and inspiring approach 

to people and business development. 

Website: www.psl-uk.com

Email: enquiries@psl-uk.com

http://www.psl-uk.com/
http://psl-uk.com

